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Surv Count : 27

3-Scale
Weightage

Excellent Very
Good

Good Fair Poor Total
Weightage

PercentageS.No Feedback Question's

83.70% 2.5113 8 5 0 I lt3How do you rate the
relevance of the courses
taught in the BDS/ MDS
program in the professional
scenario.

84.44% 2.539 4 0 1 114What is your rating of the
curriculum in providing
diagnostic and clinical and
patient management skills
required for clinical
practice?

l3

7.446 0 I ll0 81.48%How do you rate the
effectiveness ofthe
curriculumin providing
avenues for enhanced
leaming,
reinforcing skills and
technique refinement?

ll

J I 101 74.E1%7 74 What is your opinion of the
emphasis on development
of creative activities,
student leadership and
sensitization to
environmental and
societal issues provided in
the curriculum?

102 7 5.56Y" 2.278 8 I I I5 How do you rate the
curriculum in terms of
being dynamic and
forward looking and
meeting globaltrends?

80.00% 2.40108.00OVERALL PERCENTAGE
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Question's

o1
How do you rate the relevance ofthe courses taught in the BDS/ MDS program in
the professional scenario.

Q2
What is your rating of the curriculum in providing diagnostic and clinical and patient
rranagement skills requted for clinical practice?

Q3
How do you rate the effectiveness ofthe curriculum in providing avenues for
enhanced learning, reinforcing skills and technique refinement?

Q4

What is your opinion ofthe emphasis on development ofcreative activities, student
leadership and sensitization to environmental and societal issues provided in the
curriculum?

Q5
How do you rate the curriculum in terms of being dynamic and forward looking and
meeting global trends?
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